A long-standing question in multicellular organisms is how epigenetic information is 23 transmitted or changed through cell division. The nucleosome is the basic unit of chromatin 24 and notably contributes to gene expression regulation through its composition (histone 25 variants and modifications). It is therefore particularly critical to determine how, and where in 26 the genome, the choice of histone variants, their turnover and post-translational modifications 27 contribute to the maintenance or switch of a particular cell fate.
28
Histone dynamics has been addressed with a variety of approaches, on bulk chromatin 29 or at specific loci. Stable isotope labeling followed by mass spectrometry analysis notably were developed to measure locus-specific histone dynamics, by sequential expression of 35 tagged histones followed by chromatin immunoprecipitation and DNA sequencing 5, 6 , which 36 have poor temporal resolution, or by metabolic labeling of histone proteins, which has a better 37 resolution but does not distinguish between different histone variants 7 . Although these 38 methods provided significant insights into chromatin dynamics, they suffer from specific 39 downsides, from lack of positional information to delays in expression of inducible reporters.
40
In addition, current knowledge about histone dynamics arises predominantly from in vitro 41 models where cell fate cannot be manipulated.
42
Histone H3 variants have a major role in epigenetic maintenance during development 43 and disease 8, 9 , but tools to measure histone dynamics in vivo either globally or at specific loci 44 are lacking. Here, we sought to investigate histone H3 variants dynamics in vivo in mouse, 
74
Here we sought to investigate whether the non-equivalent inheritance of specific 75 histone variants is conserved in mammals, using mouse skeletal muscle stem cells as a model.
76
Adult skeletal muscle satellite (stem) cells are mostly quiescent during homeostasis.
77
Following muscle damage, they proliferate and differentiate into muscle fibres by cell-cell 78 fusion 25, 26 . A fraction of the population self-renews and reconstitutes a de novo satellite cell 79 pool. This is accompanied by a temporal expression of cell fate markers, such as the 80 transcription factors Pax7 (stem), Myod (commitment) and Myogenin (differentiation).
81
Satellite cells can divide symmetrically and asymmetrically during muscle regeneration 27-29 ,
82
which is critical for proper muscle regeneration and maintenance of the satellite cell 83 pool 27,30,31 .
85

Results
86
To address whether the mechanism uncovered in Drosophila GSCs operates in a 87 somatic mammalian stem cell, we developed a pulse-chase approach to follow histone 88 variants using SNAP tags. SNAP-tagged histones have been used for addressing human H3.1 89 and H3.3 turnover during DNA replication and repair [16] [17] [18] . The asymmetric inheritance of H3, 
H3.1-SNAP and H3.3-SNAP transgenes were expressed in several tissues
94
( Supplementary Fig. 1a ), at low levels (< 20%) compared to endogenous histone expression
95
( Supplementary Fig. 1b only in a subset of daughter cells (Fig. 1b) . indicating a switch from self-renewing SCD to ACD ( Supplementary Fig. 1e ). Among all 123 observed clones, the SNAP signal intensity was equivalent between daughter cells,
124
irrespective of their mode of cell division (Fig. 1c) . The maximal SNAP intensity difference 125 between daughter cells was less than 8% (Fig. 1c left) , while transcription factors displayed 126 differences in expression up to 80% between daughter cells in case of ACD (Fig. 1c right) .
127
These results indicate that parental H3.1 histones were essentially inherited symmetrically 
144
Therefore, we established a clonal tracing strategy to examine two-cell clones in 145 regenerating muscles in vivo ( Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b ), together with SNAP-labeling of parental
146
H3.1 histones (in vivo labeling efficiency ≈ 60%, Supplementary Fig. 2b ). As previously, tamoxifen administration (Fig. 2a) . In vivo H3.1-SNAP labeling at 4 dpi enables specific 305 labeling of ≈ 60% of satellite cells as early as 2 h post SNAP substrate injection
306
( Supplementary Fig. 2b ). for clonal tracing leading to two-cell clones shortly after (14 h) tamoxifen administration.
318
Clones were defined when mGFP-labeled cells were in close proximity (< 150 µm apart,
319
Supplementary Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 2c ) and isolated from any other mGFP-320 labeled cell. In addition, the definition of criteria for clonality was based on an extremely low 
347
Cells were filmed and images were taken every 9 min with bright-field filter to ensure that RT. Gels were rehydrated in NaHCO 3 100 mM pH 8.3 for 15 min at RT, detached from 372 patterned coverslips and washed with PBS three times before cell seeding.
373
Micropatterned PAA gels were transferred in an in-house-made glass-bottom 6 well Petri x 3 mm window at the center to fit micropatterned PAA gels (9 x 9 mm) after filling with 381 PBS. The apparatus was washed several times and equilibrated with satellite cell medium. (Fig. 2d) or 5FD (Fig. 2g) Potential parental histone distribution patterns during non-random DNA segregation. f, 
